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Section 1: Let’s talk about being
smart with your content creation…
You’re an entrepreneur who understands that “creating content” is one of the best
ways to establish long-term credibility for your brand. Strategic content helps you
be seen as an expert in a specific area and helps to market your ideas, products
and services.
But the process of content creation can be an overwhelming, never-ending and
exhausting task! It’s hard to keep coming up with great content ideas every day or
every week. Pretty soon you start to dread the day a blog post is due.
But what if you could come up with just 1 idea and have it last you the entire
month? What if from that 1 idea you could easily and (more importantly)
strategically create 40 or more new ideas to power your content marketing?
That’s the basis upon which my Content Upcycling method is built.

What is Content Upcycling?
Upcycling is when you convert content from one format to another (such as from a
text blog post to a video) for the purpose of adding value and bringing that piece of
content into circulation again. It’s the process of creating content in 1 format and
then converting it into multiple related content that can be distributed over different
platforms.
Here’s an example of how I do it. I choose a core idea, say, “how to add live videos
to your marketing mix” and then create multiple content formats from it.
Typically, I would be able to create 8 YouTube videos on the topic (2 per week),
and then upcycle each video into blog posts so we have 8 blog posts and then
extract the video thumbnails, so I’d have 8 new images for Instagram and….you get
the idea. It’s easy to create more formats once you know what your core idea is
(more on that below).
I like to start with making YouTube videos as my core content because video is the
most content-rich format out there and it’s much easier to create more content
from video than it is from other content types.
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Why is Upcycling a Smart Strategy?
I call myself the “upcycling queen”.
What does that mean?
In all honesty, I’m a lazy-ass entrepreneur who is always trying t o find ways to
work smarter not harder. My time is super important to me. If I c
 an do something
productive in less hours than my peers, I consider that a win!
I came up with the concept of upcycling as a way to reduce content creation
overwhelm. I hated the thought of having to constantly come up with ideas and
then executing on them. It was exhausting and never-ending. I wanted to be able
to come up with a few good great ideas and still gain massive traction and visibility.
Content Upcycling allows me to create 40+ pieces of content from a single idea.
You can create more than 40. There’s no limit to this method.

What are the Benefits of Upcycling?
Upcycling content has 6 unique benefits. It allows you to:
1. CREATE EPIC CONTENT: It allows you to free your time to focus on what you do
best: create original content that establishes you as an authority in your niche.
2. GET GOOGLE JUICE: It’s super fabulous for SEO. Now instead of just text results,
you can get your content showing up for video results, podcast results, image
results and more. It’s like you just 10-xd your content!
3. REACH MORE PEOPLE: It’s amazing for extended reach. If 10 people love your
content, what are the chances that a 100 more will like it too? 1000 more? Tens of
thousands more? But those people are not finding your content because you’re
focusing on creating more content rather than promoting what you’ve already
created. With upcycling, your content works harder for you so that more people
who need to see your message, actually get to see it.
4. BE VISIBLE WITHOUT BEING SPAMMY: It’s perfect for extended visibility without
being annoying. It allows you to promote your work without being repetitive or
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spammy. Each piece of upcycled content creates perspective and puts your
message in a different dress. I call it the “dressing up” strategy. You dress
differently for each occasion you attend, so why not dress up your content to attend
a different social network’s party?
5. RESPECT YOUR AUDIENCE: It allows your audience to choose to consume your
content in their preferred format. Some people like to read. Others like to watch.
Still others prefer to listen. By upcycling your content into many different formats,
you cater to your audience in the way they choose to consume content.
6. RESPECT THE PLATFORM: Each platform’s algorithm favors content that is
organic and native to the platform. For example, Facebook prefers you create posts
specifically for Facebook so users stay on it’s platform vs link out to another site.
YouTube prefers you stay to watch more videos on it’s platform. When you upcycle
content for each platform, you are creating in a way that the platform will reward
you with organic reach!

Rules of Upcycling
There are 4 basic rules of “upcycling” that you must adhere to for this strategy to
work:
1.    WORK WITH THEMES: I always work with monthly themes as I find it allows you
to go in-depth into a topic and create content from multiple perspectives. Themes
also position you as an expert on the topic because it’s like taking a deep dive into
a very specific topic and then talking about it from every angle for a whole month!
2.    BATCH PROCESS YOUR WORK: I typically decide in advance how multiple
variations can be crafted from the same topic. For example, on the theme of “live
video”, I wanted to create “why, what, & how-to pieces”, which eventually became
the following topics: “why should live video be a part of your visibility strategy”,
“what kind of content should you create for live videos” and “how to upcycle live
video for multiple formats”.
3.    ADD PLATFORM-SPECIFIC PERSPECTIVE: When I think about creating a video
for YouTube, I want it to be in-depth and strategic. When I’m creating a periscope
video, it will be chatty and conversational. It is the same topic but suited to the
platform and what an audience expects from that platform. This is important for
your message to work on each platform.
4.    LOVE WHAT YOU CREATE: The final rule is that no one likes to work for a
  month
(or more!) on a topic they hate. So when coming up with monthly themes, I
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suggest you talk about something you l ove and which fires you up. Your
enthusiasm for the topic will make the t opic work for you.
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Section 2: How to Upcycle 1 Core
Idea Into 40+ Pieces of Content
Step 1: Map Out Your Core Idea and Topics
Using these Tools

I use the following tools to gain a
  sense of whether the topic I’ll be devoting the
next month to will be attractive to my audience. No point in creating content no one
wants, is there?
1.    Answerthepublic.com: a visual search tool that lets me see what questions
people are asking Google about any topic
2.    YouTube Search (YouTube Search): type in any key phrase into YouTube to see
how many videos exist on that topic and what videos are ranking on the front page.
I’ll attempt to make a video on a similar topic.
3.    Google Trends: see if the terms you are using are growing on Google trends,
which means your content will rise in popularity with time
4.    Buzzsumo: to see what other content is popular on this topic
5.    Audience Questions/Surveys: questions coming in from my audience telling me
what more they want to see/hear
6.    Topics from Feedly - a blog aggregator where I follow different blogs to see what
they are talking about
7.    Industry Trends: since i read so much on the Internet about what’s happening in
my industry and follow so many influencers, it’s easy to see when a topic is really
catching fire and becoming popular. My fave method of identifying trends is
following influencers on Twitter.
Using these tools, you can craft a few topics that will work as monthly themes for
your brand.

Step 2: Decide on Multiple Formats
Choose platforms you want to establish maximum visibility on and those that align
with your goals.
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These are the platforms I typically want to make a splash on and maintain a
presence on. I want to build my brand primarily on YouTube because I believe we
are living in a #VideoFirst world but I also don’t like to alienate my audience who
might be readers or visual learners. I also want my content to generate leads for
my email list so that’s why you’ll see content upgrades and email mentioned in
there too. So that brings me to the following content mix, which I follow 99% of the
time:
1.    YouTube Videos
2.    Live Videos (Periscope and Facebook)
3.    Blog Posts
4.    Visuals
5.    Content Upgrades
6.    Email
7.    Guest Posts

Step 3: Use a Mind Map To Plan It Out

I use the mind map software bubbl.us (free for the first 3 mind maps)  to lay out
my content plan for each month with all my topics and platforms. This really helps
to visualize the amount of work involved and also helps me see how topics co-relate
to each other and if they do in a way that makes sense for my audience.
Here is a sample mind map (click link to open image in a separate tab & zoom in):

So using t his mind map you c
 an see that I’ve planned out 43 pieces of content from
one core i dea. Let’s break it down:
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Core Idea: How to Use Live Video for Personal Branding
Upcycled Content

No. of Pieces

YouTube videos on strategy

4

YouTube videos on
tools/techniques

4

Blog posts (on all 8 YT topics)

8

Email newsletters (for each
video)

8

Live Videos (on all YT topics)

8

Visuals (YT thumbnails)

8

Content Upgrade

2

Guest Post

1

Total Content

43

The first thing that should be obvious from this mind map is just how much MORE
you can create from this list! For example, take visuals. I’m creating 8 thumbnail
images which I will create at the time of uploading the YouTube videos. But I could
easily create another 8 quote cards with tweets or one-line takeaways from each
video. Or take for example, the live video content - if you decide to have a daily live
show, you can do 30 live videos. Or you can break down your live video content by
platform - so 8 videos on Periscope, then the same 8 topics on Facebook Live, then
the same 8 topics on Instagram Live, and so on!

But won’t it be annoying or spammy to talk about the same
thing everywhere, you ask?
Each time you talk on the topic will be slightly different because your audience will
vary (new peeps on scopes, existing friends on FB, etc) and also because you will
get more confident and streamlined in your delivery process. Engagement rates will
also vary according to platform, so you never have to worry about being repetitive
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or annoying. And finally, some live streams will disappear in chronological order
(such as on Facebook), others as soon as you end the stream (such as on
Instagram) and others you can download to your phone (such as on Periscope). So
essentially different people will tune in depending on what they prefer.

Wow, the opportunities are truly endless!
That’s right, and that’s not all. If you can start to create content for different
verticals, the opportunities to create content 2x again. For example, in this mind
map I’m focusing on How to use Live Video for Personal Branding. But what if I did
a few videos around “How to Use Live Video for Local Businesses”. Or “How to use
Live Video for Beauty Bloggers”. Just by changing my audience and industry, I can
leverage the topic in so many more ways.
Again, endless opportunities.
And finally, this list is in no way exhaustive. I chose these platforms based on my
current strategy, which is: (a) to build an authority YouTube channel, (b) to
establish a speaking presence via live videos, and (c) to build my email list with
quality emails and content upgrades.
Here are just some examples of the types of upcycled content you could potentially
create with my upcycling strategy:
Presentations

Speeches

Behind-the-sc
enes content

Syndicated
content

Challenges

Trainings

Blooper reels

Ebooks

Contests

E-courses

Infographics

Quora
answers

Webinars

Podcasts

Quote Cards

Reddit topics

...and so much more! (add your own favorite types)

Step 4: Content Creation Hacks
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Every time I create a new theme to create content around, I’m always looking for
shortcuts that will reduce my creation time without impacting the quality of the
output. Here are some of my favorite creation hacks to save time and help me stay
lazy :)
1.    Batch-process video creation. I typically shoot 4 videos per day so that I only
have to do makeup and hair once! Those are time consuming tasks! You can do the
same with writing blog posts or making images - make them all in one go!
2.    Download transcripts: I often write scripts/bulleted lists of what I want to say in
each video and combine them with the transcript offered by YouTube and Facebook
to get my entire transcripts. I then add the bells and whistles required to convert
each transcript into a meaty blog post.
3.    Use the same design templates: I have saved a few design templates in Canva
that I use and re-use each time to make my video thumbnails and also for many of
my Instagram posts. This saves so much time, it’s not funny! Also, it makes my
design look consistent, so #winwin!
4.    Use a structure to write blog posts: All my blog posts use the exact same
structure every time, which helps take all the guesswork out of what goes next.
Each element (intro para, embedded video, tweets, meat of post, call-to-action,
etc) is meticulously pre-formatted, so I just have to plug in the content.
5.    Email templates. If you’re guessing that I have templates for everything, you’re
pretty smart! (smart but lazy, yo!) Email templates again allow me to just write an
original opening paragraph for each email and then plug in the week’s video and all
other elements remain the same. Super-quick!
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Section 3: Extra Resources & Help
Upcycling Speech
If you enjoyed this guide, you’ll love my 45 minute presentation on “How to Upcycle
Content for Maximum Mileage” delivered on stage to over 1500 marketers in
attendance at Hubspot’s annual marketing conference INBOUND16. Click here to
see the presentation as well as the complete slidedeck.

7-Day Upcycling Plan

This guide was intended to show you “how” to upcycle. But once you’ve created or
planned this content, you also need to have a plan for its distribution. You can
download my 7-Day Upcycling Plan to show you how to distribute all this awesome
content you’re creating.

Video Content Strategy Consultation

If you’re interested in creating a video content strategy for your business, please
get in touch with me here: https://salmajafri.com/contact/
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